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Circular photogalvanic effect induced by monopolar spin orientation
in p-GaAs ÕAlGaAs multiple-quantum wells
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The circular photogalvanic effect~CPGE! has been observed in~100!-orientedp-GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum wells at normal incidence of far-infrared radiation. It is shown that monopolar optical spin
orientation of free carriers causes an electric current which reverses its direction upon changing
from left to right circularly polarized radiation. CPGE at normal incidence and the occurrence of the
linear photogalvanic effect indicate a reduced point symmetry of studied multilayered
heterostructures. As proposed, CPGE can be utilized to investigate separately spin polarization of
electrons and holes and the symmetry of quantum wells. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Spin polarization and spin relaxation in semiconduct
are the subject of intensive studies of spin-polarized elec
transport aimed at the development of spinotronic devi
like a spin transistor.1,2 So far, photoinduced spin polariza
tion has been achieved byinterband optical absorption of
circularly polarized light with the photogeneration of spi
polarized electrons and holes.3–5

Here we report on the circular photogalvanic effe
~CPGE! observed underintersubbandtransitions in multiple-
quantum well~MQW! structures. Phenomenologically, th
effect is a transfer of angular momenta of circularly pol
ized photons into the directed movement of free carrie
electrons, or holes, and therefore depends on the symm
of the medium. Microscopically, it arises due to optical sp
orientation of holes in MQWs and asymmetric spi
dependent scattering of spin-polarized carriers by interf
imperfections followed by an appearance of an electric c
rent. The two states of light circular polarizations6 result in
different spin orientations and, thus, in electric photocurre
of opposite directions. The CPGE has been observed
p-doped ~001!-oriented MQWs at normal incidence of th
circularly polarized far-infrared~FIR! laser pulses. In con
trast to the case ofinterbandoptical excitation, underinter-
subbandtransitions only one kind of carrier is involved
leading to a monopolar spin orientation. The observed ef
can be utilized to investigate spin polarization of extrin
free carriers, and provides a simple method to analyze
reduced point symmetry of the medium under study, h
MQWs.

The experiments have been carried out
p-GaAs/AlGaAs(001)-metalorganic chemical vapor depo
tion grown quantum well~QW! structures with 400 undope
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wells of 20 nm width separated by 10 nm wide doped ba
ers. Different samples of 535 mm2 size with surface hole
densities ps in the QWs varying from 231011 to 2
31012cm22 have been investigated. Ohmic contacts to
QWs were formed by depositing Ti and Au with subsequ
tempering. Two pairs of point contacts along two perpe
dicular connecting lines have been prepared, parallel
@11̄0# and@110# ~see inset in Fig. 1!. Two additional pairs of
ohmic contacts have been formed in the corners of
sample corresponding to thê100& crystallographic direc-
tions.

A high power pulsed FIR molecular laser pumped by
transversly excited atmospheric pressure~TEA! CO2 laser
has been used as a radiation source delivering 100 ns p
with the intensityI up to 1 MW/cm2. NH3 has been used a
a FIR laser medium yielding strong single-line linearly p
larized emissions at wavelengthsl576, 90, and 148mm.6,7

,
nic

FIG. 1. Photogalvanic voltage signalU12 picked up across the contact pa
1–2 and normalized by the intensityI as a function of phase anglew. The
inset bottom-right shows the geometry of sample, contacts, and irradia
The full line is fitted with one parameter afterU12}Pcirc @see first line in Eq.
~3!#. The orientations of contact pairs 1–2 and 3–4 are along@11̄0# and
@110# crystallographic axes, respectively.
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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The photon energies of the laser lines correspond to tra
tions between size-quantization subbands of GaAs QW8

The linearly polarized laser light could be modified to a c
cularly polarized radiation by applying crystalline quartzl/4
plates. As the experimental results were qualitatively
same for all three laser lines, measurements for one w
length only~148 mm! will be presented.

While irradiating the~001! GaAs QWs by normally in-
cident circularly polarized radiation~see inset in Fig. 1! a
fast photocurrent signalU12 has been observed in unbias
samples across one contact pair~contacts 1 and 2 in the
inset!. The signal follows the temporal structure of the las
pulse intensity. The photocurrent changes sign if the circu
polarization is switched froms1 to s2 . Measurements o
U12 as a function of the degree of circular polarizationPcirc

5sin 2w, wherew is the angle between the optical axis of t
l/4 plate and the plane of polarization of the laser radiati
reveal that the photogalvanic currentj is proportional toPcirc

~Fig. 1!. In case of the linearly polarized radiation corr
sponding tow50° or 90° the signalU12 vanishes. The mag
nitude and the sign of the CPGE are practically unchan
with variation of the angle of incidence in the range
240°–140°. Heating the sample from 4.2 to 300 K leads
a change of the sign of CPGE but the sin 2w dependence is
retained. In bulk GaAs substrate material no CPGE could
detected which gives evidence that the effect occurs in
MQWs.

Using the other pair of contacts~contacts 3 and 4 in the
inset of Fig. 2! no photogalvanic signal dependent on t
sign ofPcirc could be detected. This is demonstrated in Fig
where the voltageU34 is plotted as a function of the phas
anglew together withU12. The signalU34 is periodic inw
with the period being one half of that ofU12. The value and
the sign ofU34 for s1 are the same as that fors2(w5
645°). The measurements of the photogalvanic effect al
^100& crystallographic directions show a sum of the proje
tions on this direction of the photocurrents induced alo
@11̄0# and @110#.

The photogalvanic current under study can be descri
by the following phenomenological expression:9

j l5xlmn~EmEn* 1EnEm* !/21glmi ~EÃE* !m , ~1!

FIG. 2. Photogalvanic voltage signalU@~dots!U12 ,~squares!U34# normal-
ized by the intensityI for the two different contact pairs with orthogona
connecting lines~see inset! as a function of phase anglew. The broken line
and the full line are fitted after Eq.~3! as U12}sin 2w and U34}(x1

1x2 cos2 2w), respectively.
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whereE is the complex amplitude of the electric field of th
electromagnetic wave and

i ~EÃE* !5PcircE0
2 q

q
,

E05uEu, and q is the light wave vector. In a bulk crysta
l5x,y,z, while in a MQW structure grown along thez di-
rection, sayzi@001#, the indexl runs only over the in-plane
axesxi@100#, yi@010# because the barriers prevent carrie
from moving along thez axis and, definitely,j z50.

In bulk materials the photogalvanic effects under cons
eration arise in homogeneous samples under homogen
excitation due to an asymmetry of the interaction of fr
carriers with photons, phonons, static defects, or other ca
ers in noncentrosymmetric media.9 The photocurrent given
by the tensorx describes the so-called linear photogalvan
effect because it is usually observed under linearly polari
optical excitation. The CPGE described by the pseudoten
g can be observed only under circularly polarized opti
excitation.

In an ideal~001!-grown MQW structure with theD2d

point symmetry or in a MQW structure with nonequivale
left and right interfaces yet retaining their local symme
C2v , a generation of the circular photocurrentunder normal
incidenceis forbidden because the pseudovector compon
@EÃE* #z and the vector componentsj x , j y transform ac-
cording to nonequivalent irreducible representations of
groupD2d or C2v . Thus in order to explain the experiment
data the symmetry of the structure should be reduced to
next possible point group which isCs and contains only two
elements: the identity transformation and one mirror refl
tion, say in the plane (110̄). In this case we obtain unde
normal incidence

j x85E0
2@gPcirc1x1~ex8ey8

* 1ey8ex8
* !#,

~2!
j y85E0

2@x2uex8u
21x3uey8u

2#,

wheree is the polarization unit vector of the light andg, x1 ,
x2 , andx3 are linearly independent coefficients which c
depend on the light frequency and temperature. Insteadx
andy we use the axesx8i@11̄0#, y8i@110#. It follows then
that the circular photocurrent is induced alongx8, while the
linear photocurrent induced by the light linearly polariz
alongx8 or y8 flows in they8 direction. For the light initially
polarized alongx8 and transmitted through thel/4 plate we
have

j x85gE0
2 sin 2w5gE0

2Pcirc ,
~3!

j y85E0
2~x11x2 cos2 2w!5E0

2~x22x2Pcirc
2 !,

wherex65(x26x3)/2. The CPGE described byg can be
related to an electric current in a system of free carriers w
nonequilibrium spin polarization.10 The possible microscopic
mechanism is the spin-dependent scattering of optically
ented holes by asymmetric interface imperfections. The
perimentally observed change of sign of the photogalva
current upon heating the sample from 4.2 K to room te
perature may be caused by the change of scattering me
nism from impurity scattering to phonon assisted scatteri
Note that, for ideal zinc-blende-based MQW structur
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grown along the principal axis@001#, the CPGE is also pos
sible but only under oblique incidence of irradiation.

Comparison of Eq.~3! and Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate
good agreement between the theory and the experime
data. In order to verify independently the validity of Eq.~2!
for j y8 we excited the sample by linearly polarized light a
measured the voltageU34 as a function of the anglea be-
tween the plane of linear polarization and the axisx8. Note,
that in this setupa50 is equivalent tow5n90° ~n is integer
0, 61...! in the setup with thel/4 plate. The triangles in Fig
3 present the measured dependenceU34(a), where the solid
curve is calculated afterU34}@x12x2 cos 2(a190°)#
which follows from the second line of Eq.~2!. To obtain the
curve in Fig. 3 the same parameters were used as for fit
U34 in Fig. 2.

The low symmetryCs required to have nonzerog and
x i( i 51,2,3) gives evidence of the in-plane anisotrop
showing that in the investigated MQWs:~i! the @110# and
@11̄0# crystallographic directions are different, and~ii ! one
of the reflection planes, either~110! or (11̄0), is removed as
a symmetry element making the corresponding normal ax
polar one. The first conclusion is valid for both theC2v and
Cs point groups; the difference between the@110# and@11̄0#
axes has been studied by chemical etching11 of GaAs ~001!
surfaces and by an observation of the in-plane anisotrop
the quantum Hall effect12 and anisotropic exchange splittin
of the excitonic levels~see Ref. 13 and references therein! in
periodic heterostructures. Moreover,~001! faces of GaAs

FIG. 3. Photogalvanic voltage signalU34 , in response to linear polarize
radiation, picked up across the contact pair 3–4 and normalized by
intensity I as a function of anglea between the electric field vector and th
connecting line of contact pair 1–2~see inset!. Full line is fitted toU34

}@x12x2 cos 2(a190°)# where the same parametersx1 and x2 have
been used as for fittingU34 in Fig. 2.
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show trenches on the atomic level in one of the^110&
directions.14 Obviously these trenches proceed into MQW
forming interface islands, steps, etc., and reducing their s
metry. Conclusion~ii ! is less obvious. It is worth noting tha
unlike conventional optical and transport phenomena,
CPGE unambiguously chooses between theC2v andCs sym-
metries. At present we can only guess why the availa
series of MQWs is characterized by the reduced symme
Photogalvanic studies of samples supplied from differ
sources are needed to come to a final conclusion.

To summarize, it is shown that the optical orientation
free carriers can be accompanied by their drift. Absorption
normally incident circularly polarized FIR radiation in gyro
tropic media induces a photocurrent which reverses the
rection as the circular polarization is changed from right-
left-hand orientation. These observations reveal the redu
in-plane symmetry of GaAs-based~001!-grown MQWs and
can be used as a simple method to detect and charact
asymmetries in heterostructures. The method is effec
even at room temperature. The theoretical considerat
show that the CPGE can be observed also in an ideal M
of the symmetryD2d if the incident radiation is obliquely
incident. The experiments presented here have been ca
out in p-doped QWs but similar results are also expected
n-QWs.
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